MILITARY PRODUCTS
Serving the Canadian Forces and more than 50 other military forces

F34DS: The 3,170 USG F34DS is a portable gas station that can be transported to site, by land, sea or
air, for rapid deployment.
Applications: Military bulk fuel distribution. NSN: 4930-20-005-8899

FSDS: SEI’s 95,000 USG Fuel Storage Distribution System (FSDS) is engineered for quick set-up and
operation without a support power supply.
Applications: Military bulk fuel distribution. NSN: 4930-21-910-0723

HPARS: The 200 USGPM High Pressure Aircraft Refueling System (HPARS) is designed to provide
flexible support for aerial operations.
Applications: Military aircraft and tanker truck refueling. NSN: 4320-20-002-4760

ONION TANK: With capacities ranging from 264-3,000 USG, the Onion Tank is used to store drinking
water in remote locations and during emergency situations.
Applications: Potable (drinking) water storage. NSN: 5430-21-910-0778

BATT: The Bulk Aviation Transport Tank (BATT) is customized to fit inside specific airframes to allow
the transportation of bulk fuel by aircraft.
Applications: Military fuel transportation.

Fuel-easy: The lightweight Fuel-Easy is a collapsible, flyable fuel container (180-1,260 USG) made
especially for helicopters to replace the use of fuel drums.
Applications: Military fuel transportation.
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Fuel Bladders: Designed for specific climates, SEI’s 500-30,000 USG Arctic King, Desert King and
Jungle King bladder tanks offer proprietary technology to withstand extreme environments.
Applications: Fuel storage to support combat and disaster relief operations.
NSN: 4930-20-006-2081

insta-berm: Insta-Berms provide secondary containment around bladder tanks, fuel drums and
other fuel storage options to prevent the escape of hazardous fluids into the environment.
Applications: Secondary containment around fuel storage products. NSN: 4930-20-001-7843

ride-side berm: The Ride-Side berm is a specially designed berm with collapsible walls that allows
vehicles to enter and exit without manual assistance.
Applications: Military vehicle decontamination.

Hazmat tank: Designed to meet the most rigorous demands, the 600-6,000 USG Hazmat Tank
assists with spill response and provides containment for hazardous materials.
Applications: Hazardous materials containment.

bambi bucket: Slung underneath a helicopter during firefighting activities, the world famous
Bambi Bucket is designed to deliver a precise column of water to the target (72-2,600 USG capacities).
Applications: Military firefighting. NSN: Various

green dragon: The Green Dragon is an automated fire ignition device that can be successfully
mounted on several ground-based platforms including trucks, boats, ATVs and UTVs.
Applications: Controlled burns for firing ranges or areas with unexploded ordinance.
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